ANNOUNCER: Welcome to the ACE award-winning Larry King Live from Los Angeles. Tonight: They were riding through Dallas with the Kennedys when the famous shots were fired. He was gravely wounded. Hear what Governor and Mrs. John Connally think of the conspiracy movie JFK. Plus: Former RFK press secretary Frank Mankiewicz. Now, here's Larry King.

LARRY KING: Good evening from Los Angeles. A couple of notes before we start. This Sunday night we'll be in Pittsburgh for a 90-minute special on the recession — a Larry King Town Meeting. It's the first ever for CNN.

Mr. CONNALLY: Yes. Basically, he came to raise money and to improve his image in Texas — and for no other reason. You know, there had been a lot of stories written about how he came to resolve a dispute between me and Senator Yarber. And between Johnson and Senator Yarber, and that's hogwash. He did no such thing.

LARRY KING: Because there was so much —

Mr. CONNALLY: Larry, what was raised was, number one, as Governor I resisted the motorcade in the place. I didn't want it. I thought we'd see some insulting signs.
Mr. CON ALLY: I turned to look over my right shoulder because I thought I heard a rifle shot.

Mrs. CONNALLY: The next thing I remember was — I heard a noise. The cheering and —

Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes. but he was busy acknowledging the cheering and —

Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes. I never raised that. I never raised that issue. I really wasn't fearful of an assassination. I was fearful of nasty gestures or words or —

KING: Now. in fact. that didn't occur. right? There were no nasty gestures.

Mrs. CONNALLY: No. It was — No.

KING: There were no signs.

Mrs. CONNALLY: It was — couldn't have been nicer.

Mr. CONNALLY: And you were riding along now — I guess you'll never forget this scene. so relive it for us. You're going down. you make that turn and you're heading toward that depository. That's Elm Street. right?

Mrs. CONNALLY: Right. and you know —

Mr. CONNALLY: On Elm Street.

Mrs. CONNALLY: Well. see. we wanted them to do so well in Texas and we wanted Texans to be so good to them that I was just filled with the joy that everything was working out just fine and —

KING: It was a beautiful day.

Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes.

Mr. CONNALLY: Beautiful day.

Mrs. CONNALLY: Everything was perfect.

KING: So who said something? What happened?

Mrs. CONNALLY: I turned to the President and I said —

KING: So you had to lean that way. right?

Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes. but I could see him because he was right behind John.

KING: Jackie was right behind you?

Mrs. CONNALLY: She's right behind me. And I said. "Mr. President. you can't say Dallas doesn't love you now."

Mr. CONNALLY: The crowds had been tremendous —

Mrs. CONNALLY: They had just been cheering —

Mr. CONNALLY: The enthusiasm was amazing.

KING: Fort Worth was that way too. right?

Mr. CONNALLY: Yes. Fort Worth —

KING: And the day before —

Mrs. CONNALLY: All the crowds were that way —

Mr. CONNALLY: And San Antonio — same way.

Mrs. CONNALLY: —screaming —

KING: Did he respond?

Mr. CONNALLY: Yes. he did. He said. "No. I don't think I can."

Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes. but he was busy acknowledging the cheering and —

KING: What's the next thing you remember?

Mrs. CONNALLY: I heard a noise.

KING: A noise.

Mr. CONNALLY: The next thing I remember was — I thought I heard a rifle shot.

KING: And you turned?

Mr. CONNALLY: I turned to look over my right shoulder because that's where the sound came from. and I saw nothing out of the corner of my eye. and I turned to look over my left shoulder. About the time I got square again. Larry. I felt a blow — [Punches fist into palm] — about like that. as if someone had hit me in the back with a closed fist. It knocked me over and. as I looked down. I was covered with blood.

KING: Conscious all the time?

Mr. CONNALLY: Conscious — and I said. "My God. they're going to kill us all."

KING: And you said that out loud. right?

Mr. CONNALLY: Said it out loud.

Mrs. CONNALLY: He did.

KING: It was a terrible pain in the back?

Mr. CONNALLY: No pain.

KING: No? Just a thud?

Mrs. CONNALLY: It was just a sock —

Mr. CONNALLY: Just a thud. I felt no pain after that.

Nellie then immediately pulled me down into her lap and about that time — [Claps hands] — we heard another sound and another rifle shot. and the loud smack was the bullet hitting the President's head. I was still conscious.

Nellie was there with her head down on mine and we were facing forward into the back of the front seat. The car had a light blue velour interior. and immediately after that smacking sound. the whole car was covered with blood and brain tissue. There were chunks of brain tissue as big as my little finger on my clothes.

KING: And you were turning which way?

Mrs. CONNALLY: I turned to the first noise that I didn't recognize as aclinshore just

Mrs. CONNALLY: —and his ribs and crushed his wrist —

Mrs. CONNALLY. I turned to the President and I said —

Mr. CONNALLY: Nothing. Then there was this second — Well. John was whirling around and he was hit.

Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes. he said nothing.

Mr. CONNALLY: No. and he didn't hear the second bullet. You don't hear the one that hits you. The first shot hit the President. The second shot went through John's back and out under the nipple and through his lung —

Mr. CONNALLY: And the wrist.

Mrs. CONNALLY: —and his ribs and crushed his wrist and landed in his leg. Now all this happened in seconds. I reached over and grabbed him and pulled him down in my lap. And he was holding his hand like this [Indicates hand at chest]. And by pulling him over in my lap we closed the wound that he had received that the doctors told us was a sucking wound where he would have strangled or been asphyxiated by if we hadn't closed the wound. which we did accidentally. But then I just leaned over him. All I was trying to do was get him out of the trouble.

KING: So you're fully conscious that both men have been shot?

Mrs. CONNALLY: That's two shots. Then I never looked back in the back again after I had John in my lap. but the third shot — all the smatter and everything sprayed all over us.

Mr. CONNALLY: And then Jackie Kennedy said. "My
God, I've got his brains in my hand—"
Mrs. CONNALLY: "I've got his brains in my hand."
KING: She actually said that?
Mr. CONNALLY: Oh, yes.
Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes.
KING: You heard her say that?
Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes.
Mr. CONNALLY: We both did.
KING: You heard her, too?
Mr. CONNALLY: Oh, yes. I was still conscious, absolutely.
KING: And with all the clamor and the sound and the sirens, you heard that?
Mrs. CONNALLY: Oh, yes.
Mr. CONNALLY: Absolutely.
KING: And she said, "My God, I've got his brains—"
Mrs. CONNALLY: "I've got his brains in my hand." And the driver called to the escort and said, "Let's get out of here."
Mr. CONNALLY: Called him and said, "Let's get out of here — quick."
Mrs. CONNALLY: And we took off.
KING: We'll be right back with Governor John Connally and Nellie Connally. And later, Frank Mankiewicz will be joining us. We'll be including your phone calls. We're in Los Angeles. This is Larry King Live. Don't go away.
Commercial break
KING: By the way, Cybill Shepherd will be with us next week on Larry King Live.
Our guests are Governor John Connally. his wife Nellie Connally. and we're discussing that tragic day. November 22nd, 1963.
You rushed to the hospital. Did you think you were going to lose John?
Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes. I did.
KING: Did you know the President was dead?
Mrs. CONNALLY: I felt in my heart that the President was dead. And as long as John would move a little bit — just anything — then I felt I had a chance —
KING: Did you think the President had any pain?
Mr. CONNALLY: I don't think so. I don't think he could have. I think it was instantaneous death.
KING: Too fast.
Mr. CONNALLY: Yes, death had to be instantaneous.
KING: What do you think when you see the Zapruder film?
Mrs. CONNALLY: We saw it frame-by-frame-by-frame because they wanted to ask us if we could tell them what happened in those various —
KING: This was the Warren Commission people, right?
Mr. CONNALLY: Warren Commission.
KING: And?
Mrs. CONNALLY: Well, I—
KING: Anything surprise you?
Mrs. CONNALLY: No.
KING: No?
Mrs. CONNALLY: No.
Mr. CONNALLY: No.
Mrs. CONNALLY: Nothing surprised me.
Mr. CONNALLY: No, but, you know, we were viewing it in the immediate aftermath of the assassination itself and it was — you know, it was a depressing—
Mrs. CONNALLY: Pretty horrifying sort of thing.
Mr. CONNALLY: —depressing thing to look at it.
KING: Again and again and again.
Mrs. CONNALLY: Uh-huh.
Mr. CONNALLY: Yes, because, you know — And for weeks and weeks and weeks for, I would say, three months after the assassination, every night of the world, I had nightmares — every night.
Mrs. CONNALLY: He'd cry out in his sleep.
Mr. CONNALLY: And every night someone under some circumstances was shooting at me. Sometimes I'd be in the Army. sometimes it was robbers, sometimes the wild west. I was a cowboy, the Indians were shooting at me — or it was the reverse. But there was always a scenario and someone was shooting at me, for almost three months.
KING: All these things that had to be going through you, John— You're governor. Here's this blight on your state. You're shot yourself.
Mr. CONNALLY: Yes.
KING: The President's dead. I mean, all these things had to—
Mr. CONNALLY: Well, one of these things that depressed me the most was the blame that Dallas got and that Texas got. and I didn't think either one of them justifiably should have been blamed.
KING: But you had to think—
Mr. CONNALLY: But. oh. we had it in spades.
KING: Have you seen the movie?
Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes.
KING: You, too?
Mr. CONNALLY: Yes. Yes.
KING: As a movie. did you like it — as a movie?
Mrs. CONNALLY: As a movie. yes.
KING: As a movie.
Mr. CONNALLY: As a movie. yes. It's entertaining.
KING: Well made?
Mr. CONNALLY: Yes.
Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes.
KING: Too well made—
Mr. CONNALLY: Well directed.
KING: Well directed?
Mrs. CONNALLY: He's a heck of a director.
KING: You like him as a director?
Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes.
KING: Why are you so angry at the movie. John?
Mr. CONNALLY: Well, you know, this is a national tragedy—
Mrs. CONNALLY: It's baloney.
Mr. CONNALLY: —and he mixed facts and fiction in such a way that he's going to convince particularly every young person that the Federal Government — their own Government — conspired to kill an American President, and I think that's evil. frankly. I just think that—
KING: Evil to think it? Based on the information—
Mr. CONNALLY: Well, evil to leave that impression, to try to create a film—
Mrs. CONNALLY: Just spread it around.
Mr. CONNALLY: —to convince people that their own Government was capable of assassinating an American President. And I don't think that happened. I don't think there was anything even close to it. I think he misrepresented facts. I think he mixed facts and fiction.
KING: Will you agree, though, a lot of things were handled poorly that day?
Mr. CONNALLY: Oh, yes. Oh, yes.
KING: Medical examiners—
Mr. CONNALLY: Oh, no question.
KING: —movement of people; why information wasn't released. This is a public that wants information.
Mr. CONNALLY: I understand.
KING: Right?
Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes, but it was such a confusing day—
Mr. CONNALLY: Well, let's go—
Mrs. CONNALLY: In that hospital corridor there was such—I never—it was like a war zone. I never saw so many—so much ammunition—all kinds of guns and things in the hospital corridor.
KING: How do you react to the announcement today that—people accepting now, and people associated with the committee that investigated this, that the Mafia may have been involved?
Mr. CONNALLY: Well, nobody knows that.
KING: You don't deny that?
Mr. CONNALLY: No, I don't deny it. How can I deny it? I don't know that they weren't. I don't know that they were. There's been no credible evidence. Larry, now for 25 years that anybody else was involved.
KING: But I believe you've called that they should seal—everything that's been sealed unsealed?
Mr. CONNALLY: Yes, I'm for that.
KING: Why did they seal it?
Mr. CONNALLY: I don't know.
KING: Did Johnson seal it?
Mr. CONNALLY: Not to my knowledge.
KING: Why is it sealed?
Mrs. CONNALLY: I have no idea.
KING: Why was the Senate committee—
Mr. CONNALLY: The House committee?
KING: Yes.
Mr. CONNALLY: The Stokes committee? I don't know why—
KING: The Stokes committee—Why did they seal it?
Mr. CONNALLY: Well, it came in '79. It was—You know, they spent 66 million reopening this whole thing and then they sealed their records, and why they did—They say it's because they used—In the files are raw FBI data, and that this can be very harmful to people if it's released—the raw data.
KING: That's true.
Mr. CONNALLY: And that's why they did it. Now as far as I'm concerned, they ought to release it, but I think you ought—
KING: Kennedy—Senator Kennedy says release it.
Mrs. CONNALLY: Uh-huh.
Mr. CONNALLY: But there ought to be a word of caution Larry, about it. As soon as you do, those who bred suspicion and espouse suspicion are going to say, "Oh, they purged the files."
KING: Yes.
Mr. CONNALLY: They've purged the files.
KING: "They've purged the—"
Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes, "They've purged them and—"
Mr. CONNALLY: Yes, "They've purged them—"
Mrs. CONNALLY: "—it's not all in there."
Mr. CONNALLY: "They took out all the stuff."
Mrs. CONNALLY: "They took it out."
Mr. CONNALLY: "They didn't release it all."
KING: Do you now agree—based on him turning the way slowly to you, your looking, seeing the turn—that there had to be a fourth bullet?
Mrs. CONNALLY: No. No.
Mr. CONNALLY: No? You don't agree with that either?
Mrs. CONNALLY: I'm convinced—
KING: Well, then what happened between the turn? Mrs. CONNALLY: You mean at the grassing knoll?
KING: No. no. how did—
Mrs. CONNALLY: Well. Kennedy was hit, John was hit—
Mrs. CONNALLY: Kennedy was hit. Three shots—three reactions.
KING: How about the bullet that did that whole thing that went—
Mr. CONNALLY: That is not—
Mrs. CONNALLY: That is baloney.
Mr. CONNALLY: No bullet did that.
KING: No bullet did that?
Mrs. CONNALLY: No. No.
Mr. CONNALLY: That is the single-bullet theory. That didn't happen. Now we disagree with the Warren Commission to that extent, and in the film they try—they draw, they diagram how that bullet had to have gone—
Mrs. CONNALLY: About eight different ways.
Mr. CONNALLY: —that circuitous route to get to me.
KING: Yes.
Mr. CONNALLY: And to that extent, I think the film is right. I don't think it was a miracle bullet.
KING: OK. but you still think it was only three shots from Oswald's rifle?
Mr. CONNALLY: Yes.
Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes.
Mr. CONNALLY: Absolutely.
KING: How about the sound techniques that the House committee had that they didn't have available in 1963 that told them there could have been a fourth shot that day? And in fact, I think the House committee came to the conclusion there was a fourth shot.
Mrs. CONNALLY: I don't know.
Mr. CONNALLY: I don't think they did. I think they said it was a possibility, but then there was a great deal of talk that it was a backfiring motorcycle. So as far as we're concerned, there were only three shots.
KING: Isn't the story itself—Supposing I gave you this fantasy—I'm going to make a movie about a man, a down
and-outer. He goes to the Soviet Union. He comes back to the United States. He marries a Russian girl. He never spoke out about John F. Kennedy, to our knowledge. He supports Cuba. He goes to Dallas alone. He becomes a marksman of incredible shooting. He shoots three shots in a moving car: gets a President and a governor: goes downstairs: kills a cop on the street: goes to a movie theater: says ‘I'm a patsy’; gets arrested: and a friend of the Mafia shoots him the next day.

If I presented that as a story we could have two people here saying, ‘That's crazy!’

Mr. CONNALLY: Oh, yes. You could.

KING: Isn't that just as crazy?

Mr. CONNALLY: Yes, it's—

Mrs. CONNALLY: But that's what happened.

Mr. CONNALLY: —a lot you can't explain. And the Ruby thing— Again, remember David Baland [sp?], who was the chief of the staff of the Warren Commission, said that he had Rabbi Silverman [sp?] give Ruby a lie detector test. They didn't use them on the witnesses before the Warren Commission because the Chief Justice said: They're unreliable and we won't permit it.” But Baland had Silverman, who was very close to Ruby, give him one. He passed it—

KING: Right.

Mr. CONNALLY: —and then, after all the time Silverman spent with Ruby, Rabbi Silverman said he was convinced that Ruby was not a part of a conspiracy.

KING: We have to take a break. We'll come right back. get some calls in, and then Frank Mankiewicz will join us.

Don't go away.

[Clip from "JFK," courtesy of Warner Bros.]

ACTRESS: [sp?] Mary fell to the ground right away. She was yelling, ‘They're shooting! They're shooting! Get down!’ I just stood there watching. The driver had stopped. I don't know what was wrong with that driver. Then out of the corner of my eye I saw a flash of light in the bushes, and that last shot — just ripped his head off. I looked up and I saw smoke coming from over there on the knoll.

[Commercial break]

KING: We're going to start including your calls for the Connallys. In a little while, Frank Mankiewicz.

San Clemente, California. hello.

1st CALLER: [San Clemente, California?] Thank you. Governor, since you were unable to see Kennedy after the first shot was fired and, therefore, couldn't know whether he was hit, is it possible in your mind, or in Nellie's, that the first shot missed everything and that the second shot hit both of you?

Mr. CONNALLY: No. Nellie testified a moment ago, if you heard her—

KING: Didn't testify. She's just appearing. [laughs]

Mr. CONNALLY: [laughs] Well, as she testified before the Warren Commission and said a moment ago, that the first bullet, the first shot hit him in the neck and she turned and saw him grab his throat. I did not see him. You're correct. I didn't see him.

Mrs. CONNALLY: But I saw him, and he did get hit and he did clutch his neck—

KING: Now explain to me—

Mrs. CONNALLY: —and he said nothing.

KING: —something which everybody who sees Zapruder and sees JFK can't figure out.

Mrs. CONNALLY: What?

KING: If he's shot from the back, why did his head go back? His head went back.

Mrs. CONNALLY: You mean it — the third shot?

KING: Yes. Something had to hit him from the front.

Mr. CONNALLY: No, Larry—

KING: No?

Mrs. CONNALLY: Nothing hit him from the front.

Mr. CONNALLY: No, the doctors will tell you that that's a muscular reaction. It's a muscular reaction.

Mrs. CONNALLY: Your body just tenses.

Mr. CONNALLY: If you get a hit from the back you immediately react by falling back.

KING: No sound came from him at all?

Mrs. CONNALLY: No sound. And, see, it went through the trachea. He couldn't utter a sound.

KING: Smyrna, Georgia. hello.

2nd CALLER: Smyrna, Georgia. Hello, Larry.

KING: Hi.

2nd CALLER: Governor. I've read a great deal about the assassination of President Kennedy. There's one area that's always seemed a little gray to me. The motorcade was originally scheduled to pass through Dealey Plaza going straight on Main Street. from what I've read. I was wondering if you could tell me why the route was changed to include that Houston to Elm Street turn, when it was changed and, specifically, who initiated that change?

Mr. CONNALLY: I cannot answer that. I was opposed to that motorcade from the beginning. I assume the reason it was changed— We were through— under the overpass on the Stemmins [sp?] Freeway in order to get up to the Trademark where the luncheon was. And I assume that's why we were going down Elm Street, because that was the easiest, the quickest way to do it, and that's why we came off of Main to get on Elm.

KING: You didn't question it when you were in the motorcade?

Mr. CONNALLY: No. no. I didn't question it at all.

KING: Charlotte, North Carolina. hello.

3rd CALLER: Charlotte, North Carolina. Governor Connally, how do you explain the witnesses that claim they saw shots from the grassy knoll?

Mr. CONNALLY: I think they're wrong. I just think they're wrong.

KING: Just wrong?

Mr. CONNALLY: Yes. Just wrong. I didn't hear a shot from there. I don't think a shot was fired from there and—

KING: Nellie?

Mrs. CONNALLY: No. I just want to say that everything that was done in that car was done by three shots before we got to the grassy knoll. No doubt in your mind?
Mr. CONNALLY: No. None in mine.

Mrs. CONNALLY: None. Huh-uh.

KING: Are you shocked that three out of four people don't agree with you? I know you were—

Mr. CONNALLY: I am.

KING: Nobody was closer to this than the two of you.

Mr. CONNALLY: Well, three out of four think there was a conspiracy.

KING: Three out of four viewing us now—

Mr. CONNALLY: Yes, think there was a conspiracy.

KING: —don't believe the Warren Commission.

Mr. CONNALLY: And they always will.

Mrs. CONNALLY: And there may have been some kind of conspiracy. What do we know?

Mr. CONNALLY: We're not in a position to—

Mrs. CONNALLY: How can we say?

Mr. CONNALLY: —disprove a conspiracy. But the movie implicated the CIA, the FBI, the military, the Warren Commission, Johnson, and the Mafia — and I say to you that is utterly impossible.

KING: We'll be right back with Governor John Connally and Nellie Connally, and then we'll be meeting Frank Mankiewicz. This is Larry King Live in Los Angeles.

Actor Dack Rambo talks about having AIDS tomorrow night. We'll be right back. Don't go away.

Senator EDWARD KENNEDY (D-MA): I have been always satisfied with the Warren Commission report. Robert— My brother Bob and I had spent a lot of time with Chief Justice Warren and there was no reason whatsoever, as far as we were concerned, to doubt the conclusion.

[Commercial break]

KING: Our guests are Governor John Connally and Nellie Connally — John Connally, the former Governor of Texas, former Secretary of the Navy in the Kennedy Administration, by the way. And Frank Mankiewicz will be joining us shortly.

Euless, Texas, hello.

4th CALLER: [Euless, Texas]: Hello?

KING: Go ahead. You're on.

4th CALLER: Oh, Larry, I'm sorry. Governor Connally, you look wonderful, and so does your beautiful wife.

KING: They do.

Mr. CONNALLY: Thank you very much.

Mrs. CONNALLY: Thank you. Thank you.

4th CALLER: I would like to ask you one question, and then I'll hang up. Are you aware that there are many, many people in this area who believe that you were the target and John Kennedy got in the way?

Mr. CONNALLY: Well, I'm not sure I agree with that, but you know, I don't think that's correct. I was an easy target. If he was after me, he could have gotten me any day, any week he wanted to. I was traveling the state. I'd just been elected governor, as you know, and taken office in January. I had one DPS driver. That's all I had. I had no security.

KING: So you never bought the theory? You could have been—

Mr. CONNALLY: He could have killed me any hour of any day he wanted.

Mrs. CONNALLY: Anywhere.

KING: Fayetteville, Arkansas, hello.

5th CALLER: [Fayetteville, Arkansas] Good evening. I'd like to ask Mr. Connally if he has any information about what Mr. Oswald might have said in his day and a half of police custody? After all, he was the Governor.

KING: They didn't tape that.

Mr. CONNALLY: No, I do not—

KING: Doesn't that surprise you?

Mr. CONNALLY: Strangely enough, Larry, sometime you might want to talk to Henry Wade [sp?]. He was the district attorney in Dallas at the time, an old classmate of mine, and he interviewed him. But I don't know what those conversations—

KING: We ought to try to get Mr. Wade on.

Mr. CONNALLY: —what took place.

KING. Los Angeles, hello.

6th CALLER: [Los Angeles, California] Good evening. I'm curious if the Connally's have ever had any contact, or what kind of relationship they have with Mrs. Kennedy.

Mrs. CONNALLY: Nellie?

Mrs. CONNALLY: We have very little. If any relationship with Mrs. Kennedy.

KING: When was the last time you talked to her?

Mrs. CONNALLY: I cannot remember.

Mr. CONNALLY: Almost 30 years ago.

Mrs. CONNALLY: None at all?

Mr. CONNALLY: No. No. not really.

KING: Is that by her choice?

Mrs. CONNALLY: Well, our paths never crossed.

KING: Have you ever called her? I mean the three of you share a moment that—

Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes, we called. We called. We were in Washington. You were—John was still in his sling and we called to speak to her. But she was resting and— didn't talk to us.

KING: Did you think you were going to die?

Mr. CONNALLY: Yes. I did. Strangely enough—

KING: They turned— Talk about— They turned you over?

They thought you were—

Mr. CONNALLY: Well, I was in the trauma room number two and they were preparing me to operate on me and I heard one of them say— I was in and out of consciousness and I heard one of them say: "Turn him over. Let's see if he was hit anywhere else." And I spoke up and said. "No. I was only hit once." [laughs] And everybody in the trauma room almost fainted.

KING: [laughs] Las Vegas, hello.

7th CALLER: [Las Vegas, Nevada]: Yes, how're you doing, Larry?

KING: Hi.

7th CALLER: Good show.

KING: Thank you.

7th CALLER: Yes. Listen. I have a question for Governor and Mrs. Connally there. My question is, after that assassination thing and that, did you ever get a chance to talk to Jackie and find out why she was climbing on the back of that car when the Secret Service agent was
day or two later. And I think the Oliver Stone movie presents a very plausible version of that conspiracy; because for the first time it begins to question not who shot President Kennedy or how he was shot, but why he was shot. And I think that's something we Americans have not even thought about for nearly 30 years.

KING: Did Bobby ever express an interest in opening up files, looking into it?

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: He indicated a couple of times — once to me and I gather, once to Arthur Schlesinger and once to Dick Goodwin [sp?], at least — that he was concerned about the Warren Commission verdict; that he didn’t quite believe it. He asked me to learn as much as I could. And then a week or two, as I recall, before he was killed in Los Angeles at a political meeting he was asked if he would open the files on the assassination of President Kennedy and he said, yes — if he were elected President — and he said, yes, he would.

KING: Now, Frank, it would seem — talking to the Connallys, hearing from everybody, hearing from Congressman Stokes, Senator Kennedy — they’re going to open these files, right? Would you say that this film has accomplished that? Aside from making a lot of money and pulling in a lot of people, it’s going to open the files.

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: If the files are opened — and there seems good reason to think they will be — then I think it’s certainly a tribute to the movie that that will happen because it certainly wouldn’t have happened without the film.

KING: All right, now is the movie saying what Governor Connally said happened? Is it saying the Federal Government, the government of the people involved in Texas, the FBI, the CIA, the Mafia — Or is it saying all this is — What is the movie saying?

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: I think that tends to overstate it somewhat, although I’ve seen that in reviews. I’m just not clear how people who see the movie conclude that. What the movie says is that Jim Garrison’s theory, and one on which he went to trial unsuccessfully — that is a conspiracy, including elements — some people — from the CIA, the FBI, a couple of ex-FBI people, and some elements of the military and the military-industrial complex, were responsible for the assassination: and that, obviously, some of the recent reporting in the last four or five days about the involvement of the Mafia are not inconsistent with that. But it certainly didn’t imply that the Government or the CIA or the FBI participated in this — no by any means; but some elements of it.

I don’t think, Larry, you can study the record of Lee Harvey Oswald and conclude anything except that he was involved with, run by, and protected by some elements of American intelligence. I don’t think there’s any doubt of that.

KING: Join?

Mr. CONNALLY: Well, you know, I’m going to argue. Frank, with you a bit here. In the movie, in the teasers for the movie, you have Kevin Costner say, “This was a military operation from start to finish — a coup d’etat.” And then you say, “Well, there was no real charge that it was Government.”
Mr. MANKIEWICZ: Oh, no. No. No. Jim Garrison did say that.

Mr. CONNALLY: He sure did.

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: He said it was a military operation, but that doesn't mean that all of the military was involved in it. You can have a military operation with 10 soldiers or sailors, as you know.

Mr. CONNALLY: Well. I know, but. Frank. you and I both have a lot of experience with Government. The movie clearly says that the CIA. the FBI, the military, the Warren Commission, Johnson, and the Mafia were all involved in this conspiracy. You and I know this is a physical impossibility.

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: No. I don't think— I really don't think it says that, Governor. I think it says some elements of that. I think the reference to the Warren Commission refers to the fact that the Warren Commission — and I think there's evidence for this — saw its mission — at least. the Chief Justice did — as one to calm the country, to come up with a reasonable answer: to avoid any inflammatory findings that would have set Americans off and set them against each other. I'm not sure that was an unwise decision. I think, given the political atmosphere at the time. that was a reasonable conclusion to come to, but I think the result — I think the report of the Warren Commission has caused us for 25 years now to disbelieve our Government on what turned out to be from that day forward the crime of the century.

Mr. CONNALLY: David Bailand—

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: It's robbed us of a history.

Mr. CONNALLY: Well. David Bailand of the staff of the Warren Commission says that they got one charge of the Chief Justice and that was to find out the truth. And he said that was their sole charge and that's what they did. And he defends the Warren Commission—

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: I know.

Mr. CONNALLY: —vociferously and aggressively. And I just want to say this. There might have been a conspiracy. Frank, but by whom and with whom? In 25 years we've not heard who was involved. Who was conspiring? Who was involved in it?

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: No. I—

Mr. CONNALLY: I'm not going to deny that Oswald might have been influenced by the Cubans or the Russians or brainwashed or even involved with the Mafia. but there's been no evidence of that. You know. we can all dream up things. We can all fantasize about what might have been, but the truth of the matter is in all this time there's been no hard evidence of any such conspiracy.

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: Well. there's certainly no— The movie doesn't claim that there's hard evidence or that anybody has solved the crime. What the movie does is to say that there seems incontrovertible evidence now that President Kennedy was, in fact. determined to start withdrawing troops from Vietnam—

KING: How do you explain. Frank — I guess. without tipping your hat to yourself — how a film could do this — a film could suddenly change the consciousness of America; get files that have been held in unheld; get Senator Kennedy to speak out on something he's never spoken about — a movie?

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: Well. because it's a very powerful movie. Have you seen it?

KING: Yes.

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: It's an enormously powerful movie—

KING: It is.

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: —and whatever the message is to which Governor Connally and others have objected, the central point, which is that here is an event of enormous importance in our history that has never been properly addressed, and certainly not solved— and then it ends by saying these files have been concealed and held arbitrarily until the year 2029. It invites enormous popular resentment against that, and that's what it's led to.

KING: Nellie. why is it—

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: The film is extraordinarily well made.

KING: Oh. oh. it's a brilliant movie.

Why. Nellie— When Frank's talking I see you making faces. Why does it upset you so much?

Mrs. CONNALLY: It just upsets me that he— that they insinuate all these things. And they couldn't all happen, but when you lump them all together and you show this film to young people they will believe that this very Government conspired to kill a President.

KING: Couldn't we make the case that no one more than you should want the truth?

Mrs. CONNALLY: I want the truth. Of course. I want the truth.

KING: You were in the car.

Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes. seeing is believing. but feeling is knowing.

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: Larry. I think the problem here is exacerbated by the fact that over the last 15 years we've had plenty of evidence of conspiracies, the most recent one being the people at the leadership of the National Security Council, with or without the President of the United States—

KING: Jimmy Hoffa.

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: —conspiring to sell arms to our sworn enemy in Iran. We had Watergate — certainly a conspiracy. We had—

Mr. CONNALLY: Frank. it all came out immediately. It all came out.

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: Well—

Mr. CONNALLY: Nothing's been hidden in this country for 25 years.

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: Well. we don't know that. We know the ones that came out. I think if somebody had participated in a conspiracy to kill the President of the United States. I think there's a good possibility that would have remained— those people would have remained silent.

I think there's a problem. Larry. that we ought to talk about for just a minute. about the number of bullets. because Governor Connally and Mrs. Connally have been very adamant about that. I think the problem is that there was one bullet from that rifle of Oswald's that went astray and it was found on the curb. It had chipped the curb and...
8th CALLER: I was wondering if he could explain or
9th CALLER: I'd like to ask Governor Connally and Mr.
9th CALLER:
Mr. CONNALLY: That's correct.
KING. Yes. hello. Larry.
KING. Yes.
8th CALLER: This is for Governor Connally
KING: This is Larry King Live. Back to your phone calls.
BUFFALO: hello.
8th CALLER: Yes. hello. Larry.
KING: Hi.
8th CALLER: This is for Governor Connally
KING: Yes.
8th CALLER: I was wondering if he could explain or
9th CALLER: I'd like to ask Governor Connally and Mr.
Mankiewicz what their views are on David Lipton's [sp?]
theory of the President's body being altered somewhere
between Parkland and Bethesda for the autopsy that
night?
Mr. CONNALLY: Well. I don't believe that at all.
KING: Frank?
Mr. MANKIEWICZ: I find that very hard to believe.
KING: When these files are opened. what are we going to
see?
Mr. CONNALLY: I think you're going to see very little of
probative value. so far as this assassination is concerned.
I think you're going to see a lot of raw data.
KING: Are we going to see autopsy reports?
Mr. CONNALLY: Probably. yes.
KING: Frank. will we see that?
Mr. MANKIEWICZ: Yes. but I don't think that's what is
so urgent here. I think you're going to see files of the
House Select Committee. but the important thing is
whether we're going to see the CIA files and the FBI files
and the ONI [sp?] files on Lee Harvey Oswald. The CIA
has a bulging 201 file on Lee Harvey Oswald and if that
file is intact — and knowing the bureaucracy at the CIA. I
have an idea it probably is — that could very well yield us
an awful lot of information.
KING: Chicago. hello.
10th CALLER: [Chicago. Illinois] Hello. Mr. Connally?
Mr. CONNALLY: Yes. sir.
10th CALLER: You talk about hard evidence. I have two
questions for each—or one question for each of you. but in
the meantime I'd like to make the statement that. you
know. harking back to the Warren Commission. in '78-'79
the House Select Committee on the assassination did find
a probable conspiracy.
KING: What's the question. sir?
10th CALLER: My questions are. Mrs. Connally. did the
limo at the point of the shots stop. or move in reverse?
Mrs. CONNALLY: No. it did not stop. It slowed down.
but it did not stop.
10th CALLER: OK. Mr. Connally. why did you yell. "My
God. they're going to kill us all?" Who were—
Mr. CONNALLY: You know. I don't know. I've often
wondered myself. The shots were coming rapidly and I do
not know. I assume that the mental processes were such
that I thought it might be an automatic weapon of some
kind.
KING: San Diego. hello.
11th CALLER: [San Diego. California] Yes. I have two
questions for Governor Connally. First of all. how could he
say that he knew how many shots there were. first of all. if
he had been hit and possibly been in shock and his wife
been in shock from that? You know. a good example of
that is maybe a football game where the refs see it one
way. but the replay shows it a different way. And also.
another thing is—
KING: Well. let's just handle the shock factor.
Mr. CONNALLY: Well. I could be sure. The first shot I
heard. I recognized it as a rifle shot. Mrs. Connally saw
the President grab his throat after that shot. The second
bullet hit me. I did not hear that shot. I felt it. obviously.
Mrs. CONNALLY: But I heard it.

KING: You heard it?

Mr. CONNALLY: Mrs. Connally heard it. The third shot.

I was still conscious. I was lying there, looking. My eyes were open. I saw the effect of the shot when the President was hit in the head. There's no question in my mind about it.

KING: Frank, how well is this movie doing?

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: The movie is doing extraordinarily well. I think, unlike an awful lot of movies, it's picking up attendance and revenue as it goes along. It's done better in the fourth and fifth weeks than it did in the second and third weeks.

KING: Is it going past— well past 50 million?

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: I don't know if it's gone past 50 million, but if it hasn't it probably will this week. You know, it suffers slightly by comparison to other films because it's three and a half hours and some odd minutes long. And that means you can only show it twice in one evening — or twice in one day, instead of three times.

KING: All right, we'll come right back with our remaining moments with the Connallys and Frank Mankiewicz after this.

Commercial break.

KING: Time for one more quick call. Miami, hello.

12th CALLER (Miami, Florida): Hi. We keep talking about those files. But who decides when to open the sealed files?

Mr. CONNALLY: Well, Congress will respond to the bill that's being introduced to open the files in the House investigating committee that was chaired by Congressman Stokes.

KING: Will ask?

Mr. CONNALLY: I beg your pardon?

KING: Will ask?

Mr. CONNALLY: Yes.

KING: And Congress will say "Yes"?

Mr. CONNALLY: Yes.

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: Well, that will take just a simple resolution of the House of Representatives—

Mr. CONNALLY: The House.

Mr. MANKIEWICZ: It doesn't even take both houses. The CIA and FBI will have to decide on their own, and one hopes there will be pressure on them to make that decision. Judge Webster, who headed both the CIA and the FBI, has said he hopes both those agencies will release their files.

KING: So in summation, we all want everything released—

Mrs. CONNALLY: Yes.

KING: —but, as Connally pointed — as Governor Connally points out, with the advisory that a lot of this was raw evidence—

Mr. CONNALLY: Right.

KING: —taken from people, and all statements are not necessarily correct.

Mr. CONNALLY: That's right.

KING: I thank you very much, Governor.